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JetSetter.. 

are old-fashioned rich and fashionable people who travel a lot !

40ST

Jet Setter
Telescopic series

- Telescopic spinning rod

Length: 1.2m

Closing dimension: 32cm

Line: ~6 pounds (PE No. 1)

Lure: 1-6 grams

The lightest spinning model in the telescope series with excellent portability. 
It's as small as a secret tool, and when folded, it's about 30 centimeters long, 
so you can fit it in the corner of your bag or suitcase, or even in your car door pocket.

A short telescopic bait model that is extremely portable and can be carried 
anywhere, like a pocket sword.
With a short length of 5ft that can swing even in mountain streams, you can shorten 
the lure while setting it and perform mountain climbing or high winding, and you can 
cast immediately at the point you are interested in.
In addition, it is easy to handle with kayaks and floaters, and you can comfortably 
manipulate up to medium-sized lures for bass.

A rod that allows you to enjoy fishing anywhere, with a view to smaller 
fields and smaller targets.
Even blanks that feel tense will bend firmly when you tie a lure, and with 
the high accuracy that only a short rod can provide, you can enjoy fishing 
as if you hit a short cast with a sharp hit.

A telescopic model that will help you return to being a young boy, and you'll want to 
carry it with you whenever you go out.
It's easy to carry, whether you're walking or riding a bike, and it's about the size of 
a long can of Pringles. The thickness should be a little thinner. 
You can even go out with your bag.

50ST 60CT

40ST 50CT

Line up

50CT

- Telescopic casting (bait) rod

Length: 1.52m

Closing size: 34cm

Line: ~12 lbs.

Lure: 3-14g

Line up

50ST

- Telescopic spinning rod

Length: 1.52m

Closing size: approx. 34cm

Line: ~10 lbs.

Lure: 1~10g

Line up

60CT

- Telescopic casting (bait) rod

Length: 1.85m

Closing dimension: 38cm

Line: ~12 lbs.

Lure: 3~20g

Line up
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